OPEN SPACE GAINED BY USING VERTICAL PLAY EQUIPMENT AGAINST BACK WALLS

OPEN MULTI USE ARTIFICIAL GRASS AREA

MOVEMENT CAROUSEL/SPINNER

ARTIFICIAL GRASS FIELD & PLAYGROUND SURFACING

GROUP SWINGS

SEATING FOR SMALL & LARGE GROUPS

PLAY “CIRCUIT” (BALANCE & UPPER BODY)
HAGGERTY SCHOOL PLAYGROUND - PRE-SCHOOL PLAYSPACE (Lawn St. Side)
City of Cambridge Community Development Department 2014

- Rubberized mounds/sloped/hills for play
- Movement/Carousel
- Slide integrated into hill
- Storage sheds for loose parts
- Play house
- Loose parts
- Climbing logs (rubber)/hills

* Images of children playing in a playground with various play structures.

* Diagrams illustrating the planned layout of the playground features.
HAGGERTY SCHOOL PLAYGROUND - STORAGE PLAY POD

City of Cambridge  Community Development Department  2014

Storage play pod with loose parts